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Abstract: In this work, the photocatalytic activity of Hydrated Niobium Pentoxide (synthesized
by a simple and inexpensive method) was explored in two unknown reactions reported for this
catalyst: the photodegradation of phenol in seawater and the photoreforming of methanol. The Hy-
drated Niobium Pentoxide (Nb1) was synthesized from the reaction of niobium ammoniacal oxalate
NH4[NbO(C2O4)2·H2O]•XH2O with a strong base (NaOH). Further treatment of this catalyst with
H2O2 led to a light-sensitive Hydrated Niobium Pentoxide (Nb2). The photocatalysts were character-
ized by XRD, DRS, SEM Microscopy, FTIR-ATR, EDX, and specific surface area (SBET). The characteri-
zation results demonstrate that the treatment of Hydrated Niobium Pentoxide sensitized the material,
increased the surface area of the material, diminished the average particle size, and modified its
surface charge, and formed peroxo groups on the catalytic surface. Although both photocatalysts
(Nb1 and Nb2) were active for both proposed reactions, the sensitization of the photocatalyst was
beneficial in distinct situations. In the photocatalytic degradation of phenol in seawater, the sen-
sitization of the photocatalyst did not enhance the photocatalytic activity. In both photoreactions
studied, the addition of the Pt◦ promoter readily increased the photocatalytic performance of both
photocatalysts; in this case, the sensitized photocatalyst recorded the best results. The presence of
OH• radicals was confirmed, and the great contribution of the Pt◦ promoter was in the increase in
OH• radical generation; this increase was more effective in the sensitized photocatalyst. Our work
demonstrated a simple and inexpensive way to synthesize niobium photocatalysts that can effectively
be used in the photodegradation of phenol in seawater and in the photoreforming of methanol to
produce hydrogen.
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1. Introduction

Niobium Pentoxide, Nb2O5, is a semiconductor material with acidic properties and a
band gap energy of 3.4 eV, which has found several technological applications, such as solar
cells, batteries, and electrochromic windows [1]. Additionally, Nb2O5 has been used as a cat-
alyst for dehydration, hydration, hydrolysis, etherification, condensation, dehydrogenation,
alkylation, photochemical, electrochemical polymerization, and oxidation reactions [2,3].
Its photocatalytic activity has also been demonstrated in the photodegradation of organic
pollutants in aqueous media [4–6].

Hydrated Niobium Pentoxide (HNP, Nb2O5·nH2O, also known as niobium oxyhy-
droxide or hydrated niobium oxide or niobic acid) is an insoluble polymeric oxide with a
high acid strength (Hammett function scale, Ho −5.6~−8.2) [7]. It remains bound to the
support surface (even in the presence of water) and acts as an effective catalyst for reactions
in which water molecules participate or are liberated. Nb2O5·nH2O possesses both Lewis
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acid sites (which increase with increasing thermal treatment up to 773 K) and Brønsted
acid sites (which are most abundant at 373 K and decrease at higher temperatures) on its
surface [8,9].

HNP, Nb2O5·nH2O, is amorphous and possesses distorted NbO6 octahedra, NbO7
pentagonal bipyramids, and NbO8 hexagonal bipyramids as structural units [10]. HNP
has bifunctional properties, as it has high acidity and the ability to form oxidizing species
in the presence of H2O2 by the formation of peroxo surface groups (Nb-O-OH) [3,11].
In addition, the bifunctional character of HNP has been explored in reactions that require
dehydration/oxidation properties [2,12].

Heterogeneous photocatalysis currently attracts great interest due to its potential to
convert solar energy into fuels or to be used in environmental remediation. The photo-
catalytic activity of HNP has been demonstrated in CO2 photoreduction (to yield CH4,
HCOOH, and CH3COOH) [13] and in the photodegradation of Methylene Blue dye [14].
HNP can be easily separated from an effluent, as its hydrocolloids are not stable in wa-
ter [14]; this is advantageous in large-scale applications of photocatalysis. Taking into
account all the properties explained above, it is possible to consider that HNP may be a
good alternative to the very commercial TiO2 photocatalyst.

However, the synthesis methods to obtain niobium oxide photocatalysts with good
photocatalytic properties require, in most cases, complex experimental procedures that are
carried out under experimental conditions that are far from room conditions; therefore,
it turns the synthesis methods into less attractive procedures owing to economic reasons
(particularly when scale-up studies are required). This is one of the big challenges in the
synthesis of photocatalytic materials.

Among several syntheses of nanocrystalline niobium oxide (or hydrated niobium
oxide) it is possible to mention: the polyol-mediated preparation method [15]; peptization
method [16], hydrothermal method [17], plasma-assisted method [18], and solvothermal
synthesis method [19], among others [20].

On the other hand, phenol is a pollutant molecule, which is highly water-soluble, and it
is present in effluents coming from many industries (petrochemical, crude oil treatment,
pharmaceutical, paper and cellulose, pesticides, etc.), and it is difficult to degrade it using
conventional water treatments. Phenol is toxic for humans and the environment as it is
carcinogenic, mutagenic, and teratogenic for human beings and leads to adverse effects on
aquatic organisms [4].

Our research paper reports the utilization of a Hydrated Niobium Pentoxide made with
a simple and inexpensive synthesis method: the photodegradation of phenol in seawater
and the photoreforming of methanol to produce hydrogen. The removal of phenol in
seawater is a very important concern in oil-produced water treatment as well as in oil
spill remediation [6], whereas the hydrogen production by heterogeneous photocatalysis
from water phenol solves two environmental problems through the production of a high-
energy carrier (hydrogen) and the degradation of a widely known organic pollutant in
water. The photoactivity of such photocatalysts in these reactions has not been reported
yet. It is expected that the following results will serve as the solutions to energy and
environmental problems.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of Catalysts

Hydrated Niobium Pentoxide (sample name: Nb1) was synthesized from ammonia-
cal niobium oxalate (NH4[NbO(C2O4)2·H2O]·XH2O) by precipitation with a strong base
(NaOH). The steps carried out were as follows: 14 g of ammoniacal niobium oxalate was
dissolved in 100 mL of distilled water (under agitation with a magnetic stirrer, 390 rpm) at
70 ◦C until complete solubilization; after this procedure, a solution of NaOH (1 mol·L−1),
was added drop by drop to the ammoniacal niobium oxalate solution until reaching a molar
ratio of niobium ammoniacal oxalate/NaOH close to 0.12; then, the final precipitate was
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regulated to pH 8, and kept for 2 h at room temperature. The formed precipitate was then
filtered and washed to remove the excess base, and finally dried in a drying oven at 60 ◦C.

Sensitized Hydrated Niobium Pentoxide (this catalyst will be identified as Nb2
throughout this study) was prepared by the reaction between Nb1 (prepared previously)
and H2O2. The addition of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) aimed to increase the number of hy-
droxyl groups on the surface material, which can influence the photocatalytic process [21].
In the preparation of Nb2, 4 mL of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30% v/v) was added to
300 mg of Nb1 (prepared in the previous procedure) contained in 80 mL of distilled H2O.
The mixture was kept in contact for 60 min under magnetic stirring, after which it was
washed to remove the excess and dried in a drying oven at 60 ◦C.

2.2. Characterization of the Catalysts

The crystalline structure of the materials was identified by X-ray diffraction analysis
(XRD) using a Rigaku Miniflex diffractometer (30 KV–10 mA) (scan of 5◦ to 80◦, speed
of 2◦·min−1, λ = 1.5406 Å) using CuK-α radiation and a nickel filter. The crystalline
structures were identified by comparison with the patterns of the International Center
of Diffraction Data (ICDD, JCPDS). The UV–Visible Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy
analysis (DRS) of the photocatalysts was carried out in a Varian Cary 100 Bio UV/VIS
spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere diffusing reflectance accessory.
The measured reflectance data (R) were transformed into the Kubelka–Munk function
f(R) to determine the value of the band gap via the Tauc plot. The band gap energies of
the materials were determined by the linear extrapolation of the steep part of the DRS
absorption profile, toward the baseline. The band gap energy (Eg) was estimated by the
following formula Tauc plot [22]: (αhν)n = A(hν−Eg); where α is the absorbance, hν is
the photon energy, A is related to the effective masses associated with the valence and
conduction bands, and n is either n = 2 for an indirect allowed transition or n = 1/2 for the
direct forbidden transition.

The BET surface area (SBET) of each material was measured by the single-point standard
Micromeritics FlowSorb II 2300 instrument equipped with a Micromeritics AutoMate 23.
Adsorption/desorption isotherms were recorded using the Autosorb-iQ automated gas
sorption analyzer equipped with ASiQwin data software. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) measurements were car-
ried out on a JEOL JSM-6700 F field-emission instrument using a secondary electron detector
(SE) at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. The particle size and zeta potential of catalysts were
measured in a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern).

2.3. Photocatalytic Tests
2.3.1. Photodegradation of Phenol in Seawater

The photocatalytic activities of catalysts were tested in the photodegradation of
phenol in seawater at acidic pH (3.5–4), determined as good pH conditions for this
photoreaction [4,6,13].

Firstly, fresh seawater was collected from a clean and preserved region of the beach
in Guarujá (coast of São Paulo State, Brazil). The seawater had a salinity of 33% (natural
pH 8.4) and was passed through a filter membrane (cellulose) of 0.22 µm. This sample was
filtered through a polycarbonate filter membrane of 0.22 µm; all particles and sediments that
may have been present in natural seawater were removed by this procedure (furthermore,
this step leads to sterilizing the seawater, and it traps contaminants larger than the pore size
of the membrane). This filtered seawater was used to prepare the stock solution of phenol.
A standard phenol solution (1000 mg·L−1 SpecSol®) was diluted with the filtered seawater
to reach a concentration of 40 mg·L−1 phenol. The initial concentration of phenol was
stipulated following previous works [23,24], since the exact concentration of the phenol in
oil-produced water, or in spill oil, is unknown.

Each catalytic test was performed in a Pyrex glass batch reactor (a Becker), open to
atmospheric air). The reactor was exposed to radiation from the top. The photocatalytic tests
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were carried out under magnetic stirring (constant speed of 500 rpm), at room temperature,
and under three conditions:

(a) Photolysis: 25 mL of phenolic solution, without catalyst, under UV radiation (253.7 nm)
for 120 min.

(b) Adsorption: 25 mL of phenolic solution, catalyst dosage of 0.5 gcat·L−1, in the absence
of UV radiation (in dark) for 120 min.

(c) Heterogeneous photocatalysis under UV radiation: 25 mL of phenolic solution, un-
der UV radiation (253.7 nm). In this case, the following parameters were varied:
catalyst dosage (0.5–2 gcat·L−1) and time of irradiation under UV light (0–120 min).

(d) Heterogeneous photocatalysis under UV radiation using Pt-promoted catalysts: For this
test, Pt (1, 5, and 10% w/w) was loaded on the surface of each catalyst by an in situ pho-
todeposition method by using aqueous H2PtCl6 solution as the Pt source. In this case,
the photocatalytic tests were carried out under the optimal conditions determined in
experiments described in items a–c.

For the catalytic test detailed in (c) and (d), the suspensions (the mixture of phenolic
solution and catalyst) were continuously stirred for 30 min, in the dark, before irradiation
(to reach the adsorption equilibrium); after this procedure, the suspensions were irradiated
with the UV-C lamp.

Each photocatalytic experiment was performed in triplicate to ensure the accuracy
of the results. The reactor was confined in a dark chamber with internal ventilation
and exhaust. The irradiation for each reaction condition was provided by six UV lamps
(253.7 nm, 15 watts, 220 volts) for testing under UV light irradiation. After each catalytic
test, the separation of the catalyst from the liquid solution was performed by centrifugation
at 5000 rpm.

The phenol concentration was monitored by spectrophotometry (through the colori-
metric method of 4-aminoantipyrine [25,26]); in this case, the calibration curve was read at
λ = 510 nm. The colorimetric method quantifies the total phenolic compounds present in
the solution, and it was employed by Sun et al. [27], Zhu et al. [28], and Xu et al. [29] as
well, for similar studies of photocatalytic degradation of phenol.

The photodegradation efficiency (X%) of phenol was calculated by the following
formula: X (%) = [(M0 −Mf/M0] × 100, where M0 and Mf are the concentrations of phenol
at the beginning and end of each photocatalytic test, respectively.

2.3.2. Reuse of Catalysts

For evaluating the reusability of the synthesized materials, the efficiency cycle test was
carried out in 3 cycles. The material after the photocatalytic test was separated, washed
with distilled water, filtered, and finally dried.

2.4. Hydrogen Production by Photoreforming of Methanol

For these photocatalytic tests, the dosage of catalyst of 1 gcat·Lsoluc
−1 was used in all

experiments. A vial glass (total volume of 10 mL) served as a batch reactor. The tests were
carried out with the catalysts forming a suspension using a methanol solution; in this case,
the absence and the presence of Pt promoter were evaluated. For the latter, Pt was loaded
on the catalyst surface by an in situ photodeposition method by using an aqueous H2PtCl6
solution as the Pt source.

The photoreforming reactions were carried out under the solar simulator system.
In these tests, the reactor was exposed to radiation from the top. A 1000 W xenon lamp
(Hönle UV Technology, Sol 1200, Gilching, Germany) was used as a simulated solar light.

Each photocatalytic experiment was performed in triplicate to ensure the accuracy
of the results. The reactor was confined in a dark chamber with internal ventilation and
exhaust. Before the photoreaction, the reactor was degasified for 20 min with argon flow to
remove all the oxygen contained in the reactor.

The hydrogen evolution was monitored by a thermal conductivity detector gas chro-
matograph. A 50 µL gas sample was injected with a Valco gas-tight sampling syringe
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equipped with a push-button valve into a Shimadzu GC-8A, equipped with a TCD detector
and a stainless-steel molecular sieve 5A GC column (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA);
this column used Ar as a carrier. The column temperature was fixed at 80 ◦C, while the
temperature of both the injector and the TCD detector was maintained at 120 ◦C.

For these photocatalytic reactions, the following parameters were studied:
% of Pt: 8 mg of catalyst was used in a glass reactor, and the corresponding volumes

of H2PtCl6 solution were mixed with the catalysts, forming suspensions, to reach: 0.25, 1,
and 1.5 of Pt wt%. For these tests, the liquid solution was composed of 2 mL of methanol
and 6 mL of deionized water.

2.5. Hydroxyl Radical (•OH) Measuring Experiments

Terephthalic acid (TA) was used as a scavenger for the detection of •OH radical in this
work since it is very well known and reported that TA can react directly with •OH radical to
produce 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid (2-HTA), which is a highly fluorescent molecule, and it
is relatively easy to detect [30,31]. The irradiation treatment of •OH radical measuring
experiments was similar to the degradation experiments but in the absence of organic
pollutants. The characterization of •OH radical was carried out using a fluorescence
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu RF-5301, Kyoto, Japan) by monitoring the fluorescence
emission at the wavelength of 425 nm under excitation at 315 nm.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characterization of the Catalysts

Table 1 shows some chemical properties of Nb1 and Nb2 photocatalysts. According to
the EDX analysis of photocatalysts (Table 1), as expected, these materials have Nb and O as
principal components. Additionally, there are small quantities of Na (<2.8%), as well as Cl
and K (in trace amounts), which are related to the impurities and unreacted reactants that
are still present in photocatalysts, even after several washes.

Table 1. Chemical and physical properties of the photocatalysts.

W% (EDX) BET Surface Area Zeta Potential Band Gap Energy

O Na Cl K Nb (m2·g−1) (mV) (eV)

Nb1 75.5 2.7 0.7 0.4 20.7 14.0 −41.4 3.5

Nb2 76.1 2.3 0.6 0.3 20.7 22.8 −45.7 3.2

Figure 1a shows the XRD patterns of both photocatalysts: Nb1 and Nb2. Both XRD
patterns show the presence of two broad peaks located at 27◦ and 53◦; these enlargements
are characteristic of amorphous niobium oxides, as also found by Marin et al. [32] and
Brandão et al. [33], who obtained niobium oxide through other synthesis methods.

The FTIR spectra of the photocatalysts are shown in Figure 1b. The broadband located
at approximately ca. 3377 cm−1 of the spectra of Nb1 can be attributed to the surface O–H
group in the stretching vibration mode of the niobium oxyhydroxide structure; however,
the treatment with H2O2 (to form its sensitized form, Nb2) shifted this peak downward
to ca. 3225 cm−1, thus meaning that such treatment modified the O–H of the structure,
as both positions indicate that they are in different regions of the catalyst (for example,
at the surface and in bulk part, respectively). [2]. The small peaks located at 1625 and
1420 cm−1 of the spectra of Nb1 are due to stretching and bending of O–H surface groups
and H2O adsorbed from the air; these peaks suffered from modification by the H2O2
treatment [34,35].
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Broad peaks around 564 cm−1 usually represent the bridging Nb-O-Nb [35]. However,
in Figure 1b, the formation of peroxo groups after treatment with H2O2 can be confirmed
in the spectrum of the Nb2 catalyst by the stronger appearance of the peak at ca. 537 cm−1

(in comparison to Nb1), which can be assigned to the O–O asymmetrical stretching bonded
to Nb (Nb–O–O). The peroxo groups can also be confirmed by the stronger shoulder at
867 cm−1, which is associated with the stretching vibration of the peroxo group (O–O) (see
Figure 1b). [2].

Figure 2a shows the DRS spectra of photocatalysts. The spectra of photocatalysts show
a steep absorption edge in the UV-visible region, which is characteristic of a direct “valence
band”–“conduction band” transition (VB→ CB). According to the DRS spectra, the Nb1
sample reflects mainly in the UV region; however, the treatment of this photocatalyst with
H2O2, which resulted in sample Nb2, led to the sensitization of the photocatalyst under
the visible region (see the black arrow in Figure 2a). The Nb2 profile shows a decay in
the reflectance in the visible range (320–500 nm); this can justify why Nb2 photocatalyst
is yellow, whereas Nb1 is white (see Figure 2c). This color variation may be ascribed to
the formation of defects such as neutral vacancies (that generate levels located within the
forbidden band) and Nb4+ species (electrons being trapped by Nb5+ ions). Additionally,
an intervalence transition (Nb5+→ Nb4+) should be observed, but it is probably masked by
the strong VB→ CB transition, which has already been explained [36,37].

In general terms, it was clear that the treatment of the photocatalysts with H2O2
modified the arrangement of energetic levels of the electrons of the valence band of HNP,
leading to the modification of its band gap energy. The profiles obtained by the application
of the Tauc plot formula to the DRS profiles are shown in Figure 2b, and the band gap
energies (eV) calculated from these profiles are in Table 1; the band gap energies for
Nb1 and Nb2 are 3.44 eV, and 3.20 eV, respectively; the difference between these values
confirms the sensitization of the Nb2 photocatalyst. This means that the energy required
for the formation of electron–hole pair in Nb2 is lower than that required by Nb1; such a
property could favor the photocatalytic activity of this material, as will be discussed in the
respective section.

The calculated band gap energy values of Nb1 and Nb2 are very close to those pre-
viously determined by Clechet et al. [36], Brayner et al. [37], and Nogueira et al. [38] for
niobium oxides obtained by other methods.
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Figure 3 shows the particle size distribution of photocatalysts Nb1 and Nb2. According
to this figure, a narrow distribution can be observed for both samples; most parts of the
particles present in these photocatalysts are smaller than 250 nm. Sample Nb2 has particles
smaller than particles of sample Nb1, which means that the treatment of Nb1 with H2O2
reduced the particle diameter size of the resultant material. This can also be related to
the surface area of the materials, which, according to the adsorption–desorption of N2
measurements, were 14 m2·g−1 (Nb1) and 22.8 m2·g−1 (Nb2), confirming that the smaller
particle diameter size led to the larger surface area.
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Figure 3. Particle size distribution of photocatalysts.

According to the zeta potential measurements (see Table 1), Nb1 and Nb2 have values
−41.38 mV and −45.65 mV, respectively. These values mean that Nb1 and Nb2 are com-
posed of very established particles that are negatively charged. The particles of Nb2 are
slightly more negative than Nb1, probably owing to the treatment with H2O2 (a strong
oxidant compound), which led to the modification of the surface. The surface charges will
influence the adsorption of molecules, which is the first step of photocatalysis. This will be
discussed in the respective test section.

Figure 4 shows the SEM image obtained for Nb1(Figure 4a) and Nb2 (Figure 4b)
photocatalysts. According to this figure, the samples present a non-regular morphology;
most of the material is formed by agglomerated particles of a circular shape. There was not
any difference between the morphologies of Nb1 and Nb2.
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SEM (30 K).
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3.2. Photocatalytic Tests
3.2.1. Photocatalytic Degradation of Phenol in Seawater
Variation in Irradiation Time and Catalyst Dosage

The results for the variation in the irradiation time are shown in Figure 5a; according to
this figure, the photocatalysis of both catalysts reached stability after 90 min of UV irradi-
ation. The photocatalytic activity of the photocatalysts was very significant, despite the
presence of salts corresponding to seawater.
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Figure 5b shows the results for the variation in catalyst dosage (grams of catalyst
per liter of phenolic solution, gcat·L−1). According to these results, for both catalysts,
it was observed that the rise in catalyst dosage increased the photocatalytic degradation
of phenol; however, higher catalyst dosages (above 0.5 g·L−1) did not favor the phenol
photodegradation, indicating that under UV radiation, high catalytic dosages led to the
saturation of the active centers for photocatalysis. It is also possible that the number of
active centers might have decreased due to the aggregation of particles caused by high
catalyst dosage (in this case at 1 g·L−1); moreover, the increase in the turbidity of the
suspension (another cause of the excess of catalyst dosage) reduces light penetration due to
the enhancement of light scattering; the global result is the decrease in the number of active
sites on the catalytic surface.

We also must consider the possibility that at a high catalyst dosage, the excess of
catalysts may have caused a high recombination rate of the pair “photo-promoted electrons
at the conducting band (e−CB)” and “photo-promoted holes at the valence band (h+

VB)”,
which led to the low performance of the catalyst.

Comparison of Photocatalysis in Seawater and Distilled Water

Figure 6a,b show the removal % of phenol under different conditions: in seawater
(Figure 6a) and in distilled water (Figure 6b). In Figure 6a, it can be observed that the
salts present in seawater did not interfere significantly in the photocatalytic processes
occurring for Nb1 and Nb2 (the % of removal is similar in both situations: distilled and
seawater, see Figure 6b). The effect of seawater salts will be discussed in the following
paragraphs below.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the removal of phenol carried out under different conditions: adsorption in
dark conditions; heterogeneous photocatalysis of Nb1 and Nb2; heterogeneous photocatalysis in the
presence of Pt◦ promoter on all catalysts (Nb1 and Nb2); and UV photolysis. (a) In seawater. (b) In
distilled water. (c) Reuse of photocatalysts after photocatalysts in seawater. (All the calculated errors
were far below 1).

It is important to remember that heterogeneous photocatalysis of solid photocatalysts
is the result of two phenomena: adsorption and photocatalysis. The removal of phenol by
adsorption of Nb1 and Nb2 (tests in the dark conditions) is low, but significant enough
to affirm that the adsorption process has contributed to the photocatalytic process of
each photocatalyst.

In dark conditions (in seawater and distilled water), the slightly superior phenol
adsorption of Nb2 in comparison to Nb1 can be explained by the superior specific surface
area of Nb2 in comparison to Nb1 (see Table 1). It seems that under dark conditions,
the influence of surface area is more predominant than the surface charge, as the surface
charge of Nb2 is more negative than Nb1.

A different situation can be observed in the heterogeneous photocatalysis in seawater
(Figure 6a), where the phenol removal % of Nb1 is slightly higher than that of Nb2 (that
superiority can be observed in Figure 5a,b and Figure 6a,b). This may be related to the
difference in surface charge (see Table 1), as the sensitized Nb2 has a more negative surface
charge than Nb1; therefore, the surface of Nb2 attracts greater quantities of cations (present
in seawater) than Nb1. This effect seems to affect the photocatalytic activity of sensitized
photocatalysts (Nb2) in seawater under UV light. These seawater cations probably interfere
in the formation of oxidizing radicals under UV irradiation of Nb2. In the heterogeneous
photocatalysis of Nb1 and Nb2 in the absence of seawater cations (tests made in distilled
water, see Figure 6b), the contrary effect was observed, as phenol removal % of Nb2 was
superior to Nb1, thus supporting our statement that the salts affect the photocatalytic
process occurring for Nb2.
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In general, the results of photocatalysis in seawater let us formulate the following
affirmations regarding the seawater salts:

The salts present in seawater (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, C1−, and SO4
− as major com-

ponents) favored the diffusion of phenols to the pores of the catalysts, thus favoring the
photocatalytic process. It is known that phenolic compounds can coordinate with metal
cations of seawater and enhance their ionization; this property increases their solubility in
water [25,26].

The cations of seawater (Na+1, K+1, Ca2+, Mg2+, in major composition) may not hinder
the photocatalytic degradation of phenol to a large extent, because these cations are at their
maximum oxidation states; therefore, they do not have a significant inhibitory effect on the
photocatalytic process of the solid catalysts.

Similar results were found by Iguchi et al. [39], who proved that the addition of
NaCl (5844 mg·L−1) during the reduction of CO2 to CO increased the photocatalytic
performance (more than twice), using layered double hydroxide (Ni-LHD) photocatalysts.
The performance obtained by the presence of this salt was superior to that obtained in the
presence of other salts, such as KCl, CsCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2. Similar findings were found by
Hippargi et al. [40], and more recently by Asencios et al. [6] reported that seawater cations
did not affect significantly the photocatalysis process over activated carbon–TiO2 materials.

The interactions between alkali, alkaline earth metals, and phenolic compounds in
seawater are considered very weak. However, owing to the very high concentrations of such
cations in seawater (salinity = 33%) and the very low concentrations of phenolic compounds
(in this work <40 mg·L−1) make it necessary to take into account the interactions between
them to understand the removal of phenol in high-salinity media [41].

According to Patnaik et al. [42], Moussavi et al. [43], Kinney and Ivanuski et al. [44],
and the EPA [25,26], UV radiation can initiate a set of photoreactions between phenol
and nitrite ions, and nitric ions in the aquatic environment, resulting in the formation of
2-nitrophenol and 4-nitrophenol. Similarly, the interaction between hydroxyl radicals and
phenol in water produces 2-nitrophenol [43]. Moreover, the photolysis of phenol can also
promote the formation of chlorophenol, which occurs through the chlorination of aromatic
compounds in water [44]. According to Demianov et al. [41] at acidic pH, the Kps of the
metal–phenol complex is significant, and metal complexes such as (NaL)0, (KL)0, (MgL)+,
(CaL)+ (where the L means phenolic compounds) and chlorophenol are expected to exist.

Given these observations, the phenol removal values obtained in seawater for the
present research also included a set of other phenol derivatives: phenol–metal complex
and those nitrophenols and chlorophenols, as mentioned above (as the analytic method
employed here to quantify the total phenolic compounds) [25,26].

Presence of Pt◦ Promoter

As it is known, the addition of noble metals (e.g., platinum) to a solid photocatalyst
can improve the photocatalytic activity of photocatalysts [45]; therefore, the presence of Pt◦

as a promoter of Nb1 and Nb2 in the photodegradation of phenol was evaluated, and the
results are shown in Figure 6a,b.

According to these results, the addition of Pt◦ greatly increased the performance of
photocatalysts. The % of phenol removal increased directly proportional to the amount of
Pt◦ in the catalysts (in both situations: seawater and distilled water). The improvement of
photoactivity may be explained by the fact that Pt◦ decreased the recombination rate of the
photopromoted electron (in the conduction band: e−VB) and electron–hole (in the valence
band: hCB) pairs in the photocatalysts (Nb1 and Nb2).

Moreover, the benefits obtained by the addition of the Pt◦ promoter can be attributed
to its noble metal property, as its Fermi level is highly electronegative and can be shifted
to negative potentials owing to charge-accumulating effects that favor the photocatalytic
efficiency of photocatalysts [46]. Additionally, as reported by Lin et al. [47], Pt◦ particles act
as a sink for photoinduced carriers, thus promoting the interfacial charge transfer process;
all these effects can explain the high activity of Pt-promoted Nb1 and Nb2.
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In the case of heterogeneous photocatalysis under seawater conditions, the seawater
salts may be acting as additional hole scavengers for Pt◦-promoted Nb catalysts. This effect
may have led to an increase in the photooxidation of phenol in seawater in Pt◦-promoted
Nb. According to Hippargi et al. [40], a hole scavenger is a chemical species that can remove
or deactivate unwanted impurities of the photocatalyst to ensure that they do not cause
unfavorable reactions. The results of Figure 6a indicate that the seawater salts acted as a
hole scavenger facilitating the oxidation of phenol. This hypothesis is supported by the fact
that, in the presence of seawater salts, the performances of both Pt◦-promoted Nb catalysts
were better than the performances observed in distilled water (see Figure 6b).

Curiously, under seawater conditions (Figure 6a), Pt◦-promoted Nb2 recorded a better
performance than Pt-promoted Nb1 (the contrary effect was found in the absence of Pt◦).
These results suggest that the seawater salts favored the performance of the sensitized
photocatalysts (Nb2) in the presence of the Pt◦ promoter, as the Pt◦-promoted Nb2 catalyst
achieved the best performance recorded for this photoreaction.

The superior performance of Nb2 over Nb1 in the presence of the Pt promoter could be
related to the fact that Nb2 has a higher surface area than Nb1, which may have allowed the
photodeposition of Pt◦ on the surface of the catalyst (and therefore favored the formation
of more active centers). As it is well-known, a high surface area favors a good distribution
(and segregation) of the active metal particles, which is good for catalysis. Under this
situation, in the presence of Pt◦, the more negative surface charge of the Nb2 catalyst (seen
in Table 1) seems to hinder the photocatalytic activity of Nb2 during the photocatalysis in
seawater, since Nb2 performed better than Nb1.

Possible Mechanism

Despite the complex composition of seawater, it is expected that the mechanism of
phenol photodegradation of the photocatalysts of the present research followed three steps:
(1) adsorption of phenolic molecules on the surface of the catalyst; (2) surface photodegra-
dation of phenol; and (3) desorption of final products from the surface of photocatalyst. [6].

During the UV irradiation of the catalysts, the electrons from the valence band (e−CB)
of the semiconductor are promoted to the conduction band, generating electron vacancies
(holes) in the valence band (h+

VB), as demonstrated by Equation (1):

photocatalyst + light (hv ≥ Ebg)→ e−CB + h+
VB (1)

The results shown in Figure 6 indicate that the salts present in the solution (owing
to seawater composition) did not hinder the photocatalytic process. Considering that the
surface photoreaction of phenol (Step 2) is the lowest step (and subsequently the rate-
determining step), in Step (2), we can see that the electron vacancies (h+

VB) may induce the
oxidation of adsorbed phenol molecules on the surface of the catalyst (a direct mechanism)
or that those electron vacancies may also allow the breakdown of the H-O-H bonds of the
adsorbed water molecules, leading to the formation of hydroxyl radicals •OH (an indirect
mechanism), which attack the phenol molecules adsorbed onto the catalyst (or its close
vicinity). [6]

Among hydroxyl radicals, •OH, during UV irradiation, the formation of peroxides
species (e.g., superoxide radical ion O2

•−, an important source of hydroxyl radical) takes
place due to the presence of O2 in the aqueous solution, and it acts as a precursor of other
reactive species in photochemical reactions [48,49].

At thermodynamically favorable conditions, photon-generated holes (h+
VB), photo-

promoted electrons (e−CB), hydroxyl radicals (OH•), and superoxide ions (O2
•−) take part

in heterogeneous photocatalytic reactions. In the current study, we suggest that under
the UV irradiation of the photocatalysts, the following reactions took place (starting with
Equation (1)) [48,49]:

h+
VB + H2O→ OH• + H+ (2)

O2 + e−CB → O2
•− (3)
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O2
•− + e−CB + 2H+→ H2O2 (4)

O2
•− + O2

•− + 2H+→ H2O2 + O2 (5)

phenol + UV light (λ = 254nm)→ phenol (6)

phenol• + catalyst→ phenol•+ + catalyst (e−) (7)

phenol•+ + OH• (or O2
•−)→ Intermediates→ CO2 + H2O (8)

Water and phenol molecules are adsorbed in porous Nb1 and Nb2, and it is very
possible that the photogenerated OH• (and/or O2

•−) radicals attack the adsorbed phenol
molecule inside the catalysts.

When the phenol photodegradation reaction is carried out in the presence of the Pt◦

promoter, the following equation may take place (Equation (1a)) [50,51]:

Pt◦ photocatalyst + light (hv ≥ Ebg)→ Pt◦(e−)-photocatalyst(h+) (1a)

The charge separation shown in Equation (1a) hinders the electron–hole recombination
that affects the photocatalytic activity of catalysts; this charge separation increases the life-
time of photogenerated carriers, generating more oxidant radicals that react with adsorbed
species. Equation (1a) may explain the good performance of photocatalysts in the presence
of a Pt◦ promoter.

Catalyst Reuse

The Nb photocatalysts were reused up to three times to analyze the efficiency of
the wasted photocatalysts (The results are shown in Figure 6c). Each experiment (cycle)
was carried out under the best conditions found in photocatalytic tests (catalyst dosage
of 0.5 gcat·L−1, initial pH solution = 3–4, the reaction time of 120 min under UV light).
According to this figure, in the second cycle, all the photocatalysts slightly reduced their
removal capacity, and after the second cycle, the removal % of phenol remained almost
constant. The decrease in the efficiency of the photocatalysts after the first cycle was
expected and may be related to the presence of salts in the seawater; it seems that the time
spent washing them with distilled water was not enough to remove these salts completely.

3.2.2. Photoreforming of Methanol

The photocatalytic properties of HNP photocatalysts were tested in hydrogen evolu-
tion experiments, in a methanol–water solution (ratio = 2:6); in this case, methanol was
used as an electron–donor molecule. Figure 7a,b show the time courses of H2 evolution of
HNP photocatalysts, pure and also promoted with different Pt◦ loads. It is clear that the
sensitized photocatalyst (Nb2) showed low photocatalytic activity for hydrogen production;
however, it was enough to observe that its photocatalytic activity was higher than Nb1.
Both photocatalysts significantly enhanced their photocatalytic activity in H2 production
after the addition of Pt◦, as compared with their pure form. The production of H2 over this
period increased in the following order: 0.25% Pt < 0.5% Pt < 1% Pt < 1.5% Pt. The same
trend was found for each catalyst (Nb1 and Nb2). In all cases, the performance of Nb2 was
superior to Nb1. After 6 h, the Pt-promoted Nb2 showed the highest photocatalytic activity
of H2 production with a rate of 983 µmol/g·h−1 under the simulated sunlight simulator
(Figure 7b).
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thus avoiding the recombination effect. For the Nb2 photocatalyst, the photodeposited Pt◦

particles could take full advantage of the surface (higher surface area and surface charge
and light sensitivity) so that the Pt◦-promoted Nb2 catalyst showed the highest activity.

As shown in Figure 7, under the simulated sunlight irradiation, the same effect as that
explained in Equation (1) is expected to occur, with the corresponding photogeneration of
electron–holes and photopromoted electrons. Subsequently, the H+ present in the solution
would trap the electrons on the surface of Nb to produce H2, which also inhibited the
recombination effect of photogenerated electron–hole pairs. The photogenerated holes
would be transferred to the surface of Nb to oxidate the methanol. When Pt◦ particles are
loaded on the surface of catalysts, the photoexcited electrons migrate from the conduction
band of Nb to the Pt◦ particles, and subsequently, the electron reduces H+ to H2. This can
explain why photocatalytic activities of Pt-promoted Nb catalysts were much higher than
that of pure Nb catalysts. The activity of Nb1 and Nb2 catalysts drastically increased after
the addition of Pt. The Nb2 catalyst, which has the largest surface area, offers a higher
number of active sites by unit mass, thus leading to a higher photocatalytic activity.

According to our results, methanol acted as an efficient hole scavenger and inhibited
the recombination effect during the water-splitting reaction [52]. An insignificant amount
of CO2 is expected because the conversion of methanol to CO2 by photogenerated holes is
a slow process in the oxidation of methanol [53].

Table 2 shows the values of the hydrogen production rate (µmol H2. h−1·g−1) obtained
by other works in comparison with those obtained by our present research.

Comparing the values of the hydrogen production rate (µmol H2. h−1·g−1) shown
in Table 2, our HNPs (Nb1 and Nb2), pure and Pt-promoted (especially Nb2), are very
competitive, and very advantageous since the HNPs were obtained by a very simple
method when compared to the mesoporous Nb2O5 obtained by Lin et al. [47] (who prepared
Nb2O5 using an evaporation-induced self-assembly method and used thermal treatment
of 450 ◦C); the KNbO3/graphitic carbon nitride composite obtained by Xu et al. [57] (who
prepared KNbO3 using a hydrothermal method with heat treatment at 150 ◦C for 7 days;
the graphitic carbon nitride g-C3N4, which was synthesized at 550 ◦C, and for which the
assembly was carried out at 450 ◦C); and the SrTiO3 synthesized by Puangpetch et al. [54]
(in this case, the SrTiO3 photocatalysts were synthesized via the sol–gel process, with the
aid of a structure-directing surfactant and calcination at 700 ◦C). It is known that surface
area and crystallinity are competitive factors. As a photocatalyst with a high specific surface
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area offers a higher number of active sites, high crystallinity, on the other hand, is associated
with low specific surface area; however, it leads to less crystalline defects (which act as
recombination centers). As was reported in the characterization of our two HNPs (Nb1 and
Nb2), they are amorphous, and Nb2 (sensitized catalyst) has a superior surface area to Nb1.
We believe that the amorphous nature of Nb2, and its relatively higher surface area and
light sensitivity, favored the methanol photoreforming reaction.

Table 2. Comparison of catalysts from this work with others from the literature.

Catalyst Solution Volume Ratio Temperature ◦C H2 Production
(µmol·h−1·g−1) References

Nb1 MeOH: H2O 2:6 room temp. 18.5 This work

1%Pt Nb1 MeOH: H2O 2:6 room temp. 754 This work

1.5%Pt Nb1 MeOH: H2O 2:6 room temp. 866 This work

Nb2 MeOH: H2O 2:6 room temp. 40 This work

1%Pt Nb2 MeOH: H2O 2:6 room temp. 769 This work

1.5%Pt Nb2 MeOH: H2O 2:6 room temp. 988 This work

0.5%Pt/SrTiO3 MeOH: H2O 2:8 15 ≈210 Puangpetch et al. [54]

Nb2O5
(mesoporous) MeOH: H2O 1:5 42 58.2 Lin et al. [55]

1%Pt Nb2O5 MeOH: H2O 1:5 43 4647 Lin et al. [47]

TiO2 (P25) MeOH: H2O 1:5 43 100.7 Lin et al. [47]

1%Pt/Cr-La2Ti2O7 MeOH: H2O 1:2 - 30 Won et al. [56]

1:1/g-CN:KNO
graphitic carbon
nitride/KNbO3

Triethanolamine: H2O 2:8 5 19.95 Xu et al. [57]

2%Pt 1:1/CN:KNO Triethanolamine: H2O 2:8 5 101 9.38 Xu et al. [57]

Possible Mechanism

The test of hydrogen production in the absence of methanol did not produce a signif-
icant amount of hydrogen, this forced us to use a sacrificial electron donor as methanol.
The results shown in Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate that the hydrogen comes from the pho-
toreforming of methanol, which takes place under light (in this case, solar irradiation),
according to Equation (1):

CH3OH + H2O + light (hv ≥ Ebg)→ 3H2 + CO2 (9)

The change in Gibbs free energy for Equation (9) is 9.3 kJ/mol [51]. During reaction (9),
methanol serves as a sacrificial electron donor, which removes (irreversibly) photogenerated
holes (h+) from the valency band of the photocatalyst (Equation (1)), among other formed
oxidizing agents (e.g., •OH, O2

•−, HO2
•, H2O2, see Equations (2)–(5)), thus enhancing

H2 production. As the sacrificial compound in solution is consumed, little quantities of
CO2 are expected; however, CO2 can form carbonic acids that can be dissolved in water,
thus making its detection difficult. When methanol is fully consumed, the rate of hydrogen
production drops drastically, because the photogenerated oxidants cannot be removed
from the photocatalyst surface.

It is known that the deposition of Pt◦ crystallites on the surface photocatalyst is a
prerequisite for the efficient production of H2 through photoreforming of organic molecules.
Photogenerated electrons are trapped by the dispersed Pt◦ crystallites [50], whereas photo-
generated holes remain on photocatalysts (Equation (10)):

Pt◦ photocatalyst + light (hv ≥ Ebg)→ Pt◦(e−) photocatalyst(h+) (10)
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The photogenerated holes (h+) can oxidize adsorbed organics species, either directly
or indirectly, by the formation of hydroxyl radicals (Equation (2)). The charge separation
shown in Equation 10 hinders the electron–hole recombination that affects the photo-
catalytic efficiency and increases the life-time of photogenerated carriers that react with
adsorbed species. Besides, Pt◦ deposits decrease the overpotential for the reduction of
H+ to H2, and it is known that Pt can trap the photogenerated electrons within (a few
picoseconds) and catalyze the H2 formation reaction, thus enhancing the rate of hydrogen
production [51,58] (Equation (11)).

2e− + 2H+ → H2 (11)

Dispersed Pt◦ deposits crystallites may also provide sites for adsorbed species to react
by promoting dehydrogenation reactions.

According to the results reported by Nomikons et al. [51], Chen et al. [58], it is very
possible that some methanol molecules have been adsorbed on the surface catalyst, forming
the corresponding methoxy species (Equation (12)). These methoxy species may interact
with photogenerated holes (h+) to form methoxy radicals (Equation (13)), which can further
react with holes (h+) to release protons and form formaldehyde adsorbed on the catalytic
surface (Equation (14)), subject to further oxidation (and further release of H+):

CH3OH→ CH3O(ads)
− + H+ (12)

CH3O−(ads) + h+ → CH3O• (ads) (13)

CH3O• (ads) + h+ → CH2O(ads) + H+ (14)

CH2O (ads) + O(surface) → CH2OO-(ads) (15)

CH2OO- (ads) + h+ → HCOO(ads) + H+ (16)

HCOO(ads) + h+ → H+ + CO2 (17)

Similar to the results reported by Nomikos et al. [51], Kecskés et al. [59], and Chen et al. [58],
formaldehyde may adsorb on Nb photocatalysts through lone pair donation of the oxygen
of carbonyl (C=O) to Lewis acid sites of Nb2O5.nH2O. The surface modification of Nb2,
which led to sensitization, may have favored this process over Nb1, resulting in a better
catalytic performance for hydrogen production. Furthermore, the carbonyl reacts with the
surface oxygen ion (of photocatalyst) to form dioxymethylene species (Equation (15)), which
further reacts with photogenerated holes (h+) to produce formate species (Equation (16)).
The surface formate is transformed into carbonate or CO2 through reaction (17), (known as
the photo-Kolbe reaction). All the released protons H+ in Equations (12)–(17) are reduced
to H2 according to Equation (11). The net result of Equations (12)–(17) is Equation (9).

When water is the dominant surface species, the oxidation of methanol may also be
mediated by the photogenerated hydroxyl radicals (produced in Equation (2)), according to
the following reactions: [60]

CH3OH + OH• → •CH2OH + H2O (18)

•CH2OH→ HCHO + H+ (19)

In an unaired system, formaldehyde may be produced after •CH2OH transfers one
electron into the conduction band of the photocatalyst (Equation (19)); this process is known
as the “current double process” [59]. The oxidation process will continue to produce CO2;
H2 is produced by Equation (11).

Hydroxyl Radical (•OH) Measuring Experiments

The generated hydroxyl radicals (•OH) of Nb1 and Nb2, in the heterogeneous photo-
catalysis process, were detected by using the •OH radical scavenger terephthalic acid (TA);
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this compound reacts directly with •OH radicals to produce 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid
(2-HTA). According to Equation (20), the •OH radicals can be detected by measurement of
2-HTA. [30,31].

TA + •OH→ 2-HTA (20)

Figure 8a,b show the fluorescence emission spectra of 2-HTA obtained from Nb1 and
Nb2 photocatalysts in the absence and the presence of a Pt◦ promoter. It can be seen that
fluorescent emission spectra of 2-HTA have an intense peak at 425 nm. The figures reveal
the formation of •OH radicals, which indeed participate in the photocatalytic processes.
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Figure 8. Fluorescence spectra of TA, after UV irradiation experiment in the presence of photocatalysts.
(a) Nb1, (b) Nb2.

In each spectrum, the fluorescence intensity of 2-HTA at 425 nm was greatly in-
creased by the presence of the Pt◦ promoter. This is in agreement with the findings of
the photocatalytic test (for both reactions studied), where the presence of Pt◦ increased
the photocatalytic performance of the photocatalysts during the photocatalytic reactions
studied in this research.

Additionally, when comparing the intensity at 425 nm of the spectra of 2-HTA of
both photocatalysts in the presence of the Pt◦ promoter, it can be seen clearly that Pt◦-
promoted Nb2 produced more hydroxyl radicals than Pt◦-promoted Nb1, which is in
accordance with the findings of the photocatalytic degradation of phenol (in seawater and
in distilled water, where the removal % of phenol = Pt◦-promoted Nb2 > Pt◦-promoted
Nb1), and the photoreforming of methanol (where hydrogen evolution of Pt◦-promoted
Nb2 > Pt◦-promoted Nb1).

According to Figure 8b, the addition of the Pt◦ promoter makes the intensity of the
peak at 425 nm of the spectrum of 2-HTA of Nb1 grow twice; in the case of Nb2, the presence
of the Pt◦ promoter makes the intensity of the peak at 425 nm grow four times.

According to these results, and according to Figure 8a,b, it can be concluded that the
great contribution of the Pt◦ promoter to the photoreactions studied was helping in the
increase in •OH radicals; additionally, it was clear from these results that Nb2 was more
favored by the Pt◦ promoter (explained by its superior specific surface area, Table 1).

4. Conclusions

Hydrated Niobium Penthoxide (HNP) was synthesized from ammoniacal oxygen
(NH4 [NbO(C2O4)2·H2O] XH2O) via an economical and simple way. These photocatalysts
can effectively be used in the photodegradation of phenol in seawater and in the photore-
forming of methanol to produce hydrogen and are comparable to others reported in the
available literature.

HNP was treated with a H2O2 solution, leading to the following effects: light sensiti-
zation, an increase in specific surface area, a diminishing average particle size, modification
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of surface charge, and formations of peroxo superficial groups. Both photocatalysts were
active for the photoreactions studied in this work: the photodegradation of phenol in
seawater and the photoreforming of methanol.

Although both photocatalysts (Nb1 and Nb2) were active for both proposed reactions,
the sensitization of the photocatalyst was beneficial in distinct situations. In the photo-
catalytic degradation of phenol in seawater, the sensitization of the photocatalyst did not
enhance the photocatalytic activity.

In both photoreactions studied, the addition of the Pt◦ promoter readily increased the
photocatalytic performance of both photocatalysts; in this case, the sensitized photocatalyst
(Nb2) was more beneficial as it recorded the best performance.

The generated •OH radicals from Nb1and Nb2 and Pt◦-promoted photocatalysts
are the primary active radicals that have been detected by using the •OH radical scav-
enger TA. The great contribution of the presence of the Pt◦ promoter was its help in •OH
radical production. The presence of the promoter was more favorable for the sensitized
photocatalyst (Nb2).
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